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A
Absolute (ij command) TL5-4
Access
full (read-write) vs. read-only DG8-24
Access path TU7-17
how optimizer chooses TC4-14
overriding optimizer TC4-25, TC6-5,
TC6-8, TC6-8
when optimizer’s cost estimates for it are
accurate TC4-14
when optimizer’s cost estimates for it are less
accurate TC4-15
Accessing databases DG2-23
Accessing read-only databases from class path
DG3-15
ACID properties of transactions TU9-2
glossary definition TUG-1
After Last (ij command) TL5-5
AggregateName identifier RM1-10
Aggregates RM1-129, TU8-11–TU8-15,
Applications
developing TU5-6–TU5-9
Archiving read-only databases DG3-13
Arrays
using external libraries to support DG10-6
ASC
implied in ORDER BY clause RM1-93
Async (ij command) TL5-6
AT ISOLATION clause RM1-24
Atomicity
glossary definition TUG-1
Attributes to database connection URL
DG2-21–DG2-25
setting DG2-21
specifying with Properties object DG2-25
Authentication DG8-5–DG8-20
definition DG8-1
of users SY4-9
turning on TC5-15
Authentication provider
specifying DG8-8, TC5-11
specifying at a target SY4-10
Authorization DG8-23–DG8-26
of users SY4-9
Authorization identifiers DG8-21
AuthorizationIdentifierName identifier
RM1-11
Auto-commit TU6-12
and transactions DG6-4
glossary definition TUG-1
turning off DG2-24, DG6-6
turning off using database connection URL
attribute DG2-24
using DG6-4
Autocommit (ij command) TL5-7
autocommit=false (database connection URL
attribute) RM7-2
Autoincrement column
emulating DG10-9
Automatic booting
of databases in system DG2-7
Automatic stale plan invalidation TC3-5
Available databases
list of provided by databaseName attribute
DG9-2
AVG aggregate function RM1-131, TU8-12

B
Backing indexes
created automatically to enforce primary key,
unique, and foreign key constraints
RM1-33, RM1-41
glossary definition TUG-1
specifying storage properties for RM1-33
Back up databases DG2-13, SG12-1
Backup
failure of SG12-5
of encrypted databases SG12-5
restoring from SG12-6
Backups
implications for synchronization SY4-8
BACKUP.HISTORY file SG12-5
Base table
definition TCA-2
Batch files DG1-3
Batch processing (JDBC) RM6-29, RM6-30,
RM6-31
BEA WebLogic
Cloudscape’s customization of SG1-8
Before First (ij command) TL5-8
BETWEEN boolean operator RM1-224
BETWEEN transformations TCA-3
Binding stage of compilation TU7-2
Bit strings
variable-length RM1-192
BIT VARYING data type RM1-192
Bits
manipulating DG10-5
BitUtil class alias RM1-40
BIT_LENGTH function RM1-133, RM1-219
BOOLEAN data type RM1-193
Boolean expression RM1-223
Boolean operators
part of WHERE clause RM1-223
Booleans
assigning and comparing to numeric types
RM1-188
Booting
configuring system TC5-72
bootPassword=true (database connection URL
attribute) RM7-3
Built-in HTTP support SY3-7
Bulk export
glossary definition TUG-1
Bulk fetch TC4-24
configuring system-wide default TC5-31
how optimizer chooses TC4-24
overriding system default TC4-26, TC6-3
when useful TC6-4
Bulk import TU8-5–TU8-7
glossary definition TUG-1
Bulk import/export TL6-1–TL6-14
and NULL TL6-14
ascii only TL6-2
description TL1-2
not for client/server mode TL6-2
performance gains of TL6-1
replacing existing data TL6-10
requirements TL6-2
bulkFetch optimizer-override property TC6-3, TL6-11

C
Caches
performance benefits of priming TC2-5
Caching
turning off for server SG4-6
CALL statement RM1-25–RM1-28
and return values RM1-25
and work units SY5-6, SY5-7
example use of TU6-20
used to invoke work units RM1-26
CALL (JDBC escape keyword) RM6-36
Case sensitivity of keywords and identifiers
RM1-2
Case-insensitive sorts DG10-2
CAST expression RM1-218
CAST function RM1-134–RM1-142
example use of TU10-9
use of DG4-9
CHAR data type RM1-194
Character expressions RM1-220
CHARACTER_LENGTH function RM1-143, RM1-219
CHAR_LENGTH function RM1-143, RM1-219
Check constraints RM1-33
glossary definition TUG-1
use of IN expression within RM1-34
checkJBMSException method SY5-10
Checkpoint TC3-12
Class alias
in a publication SY2-2
Class aliases DG4-2
ambiguity with column names RM1-235
built-in RM1-40
creating RM1-39
default RM1-39
dropping RM1-65
Class compatibility TU10-5
Class loading
enabling TC5-17
how to minimize impact of TC3-10
tuning TC2-8
when it occurs in Cloudscape TC3-10
Class path TU2-2–TU2-6
accessing databases from DG2-18
accessing read-only databases from RM6-6
for a server framework SG2-5
glossary definition TUG-1
performance implications of TC2-10
setting GS7, DG1-5
setting for clients SG9-5
testing GS14, TU2-11, TU10-2
Class versioning DG5-11
ClassAlias identifier RM1-9
Classes
altering TU10-5
database vs. system storage TL7-1
storing in database DG3-17–DG3-26
storing in the database TU10-12–TU10-15, TL7-1
ClassNotFoundException exceptions
troubleshooting TUA-4
classpath subsubprotocol DG2-27
Clients
setting class paths for SG9-5
client.jar GS9, DG3-10
client.jar file
in class path SG4-2, SG9-5
when needed SG2-4
Client/server environments DG3-10
deploying client applications DG3-10
deploying Cloudscape for DG3-10
description DG3-3–DG3-10
Close (ij command) TL5-9
Cloudconnector
and Cloudview TL2-3
and ij TL3-6
description SG1-5
cloudconnector
using with ij and Cloudview SG4-7
Cloudscape
multiple client applications accessing DG3-4
Cloudscape as server TU5-3
Cloudscape base directory SG2-1
Cloudscape environments GS8, DG3-1
Cloudscape libraries GS8
version compatibility GS10
Cloudscape properties
setting TC1-4–TC1-12
Cloudscape system DG2-5
cloudscape.authentication.ldap.searchAuthDN
TC5-5
cloudscape.authentication.ldap.searchAuthPW
TC5-7
cloudscape.authentication.ldap.searchbase
TC5-8
cloudscape.authentication.ldap.searchfilter TC5-9
cloudscape.authentication.provider TC5-11, SY4-10
cloudscape.authentication.server TC5-13
cloudscape.connection.requireAuthentication TC5-15, SG3-10, SG9-4
cloudscape.database.classpath TC5-17
cloudscape.database.defaultConnectionMode TC5-19, SY4-9
cloudscape.database.forceDatabaseLock TC5-21
cloudscape.database.fullAccessUsers TC5-22, SY4-9
cloudscape.database.noAutoBoot TC2-8, TC5-24
cloudscape.database.propertiesOnly TC1-3, TC5-25, SY4-10
cloudscape.database.readAccessTarget SY12-3
cloudscape.database.readOnlyAccessUsers TC5-26
cloudscape.database.refresh SY12-5
cloudscape.database.sourceUser SY4-10, SY12-6
cloudscape.database.synchronizationCleanup SY12-8
cloudscape.DataComm.listenType SY3-6, SY12-9
cloudscape.DataComm.port SY3-7, SY12-10
cloudscape.infolog.append TC5-28
cloudscape.jar DG3-8, DG3-10
cloudscape.jdbc.metadataStoredPreparedStatements TC5-29
cloudscape.language.bulkFetchDefault TC5-31
cloudscape.language.defaultIsolationLevel TC5-33
cloudscape.language.logStatementText TC5-35
cloudscape.language.preloadClasses TC5-36
cloudscape.language.spsCacheSize TC5-37
cloudscape.language.stalePlanCheckInterval TC5-39
cloudscape.language.statementCacheSize TC2-10, TC5-41
cloudscape.locks.deadlockTimeout TC5-45
cloudscape.locks.deadlockTrace TC5-47, SG14-5
cloudscape.locks.escalationThreshold TC4-24, TC5-48
cloudscape.locks.monitor TC5-50, SG14-4
cloudscape.locks.waitTimeout TC5-51
cloudscape.LOG DG2-6
cloudscape.properties file DG2-5, DG2-9, TC1-4, TC1-6, TU5-11, SG3-6
cloudscape.refresh.guaranteedRefreshInterval SY12-15
cloudscape.service TC5-53
cloudscape.storage.initialPages TC5-55
cloudscape.storage.minimumRecordSize TC5-57
cloudscape.storage.pageCacheSize TC5-59
cloudscape.storage.pageReservedSpace TC5-60
cloudscape.storage.pageSize TC2-5, TC5-62
cloudscape.storage.rowLocking TC5-64
cloudscape.storage.tempDirectory TC5-66
cloudscape.stream.error.field TC5-68
cloudscape.stream.error.file TC5-69
cloudscape.stream.error.logSeverityLevel TC5-70, SG14-4
cloudscape.stream.error.method TC5-71
cloudscape.synchronization.workUnitOnly SY12-16
cloudscape.system.bootAll TC2-8, TC5-72, SG7-2
cloudscape.system.home SG3-4
cloudscape.system.home TC5-73, SG3-4
cloudscape.system.home determining location of cloudscape.properties TC1-6
cloudscape.system.home importance of setting TU2-15
cloudscape.system.home used to define system directory DG2-9
cloudscape.user TC5-74
CLOUDSCAPE_INSTALL environment variable GS7, DG1-1, TU2-3
cloudsync.jar GS8
Cloudview TL2-1
Cloudview on-line help
Cloudview and Cloudconnector TL2-3
Cloudview and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector
Cloudview and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector
Cloudview and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector
Cloudview and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector and Cloudconnector
Cloudview on-line help
Code generation
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- stage of compilation TU7-2
- Column constraints
  - used in CREATE TABLE statement RM1-29
- Column defaults RM1-49
- Column reference expression RM1-217
- Column-level constraints RM1-29
- ColumnName identifier RM1-7
- Columns
  - adding RM1-20
- Comment delimiters within SQL-J RM1-2
- Commit TU6-12, TU9-1
  - glossary definition TUG-1
- Commit (ij command) TL5-10
- Comparison boolean operators RM1-223
- Compilation
  - avoiding by using PreparedStatements TC3-8
  - avoiding by using stored prepared statements TC3-8
  - definition TU7-2
  - performance hit TC3-8
  - stages of RM1-163
- Compilation classes
  - loading at boot time TC5-36
  - COM.cloudscape.aggregates.AggregateDefinition DG5-27
  - COM.cloudscape.aggregates.Aggregator DG5-28
  - COM.cloudscape.authentication.Interface.AuthenticationException RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.authentication.Interface.AuthenticationException RMA-7
  - COM.cloudscape.database.checkJBMSException method SY5-10
  - COM.cloudscape.database.ConsistencyChecker RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.database.ConsistencyChecker.checkTable SG11-1
  - COM.cloudscape.database.Database RMA-5, TC1-7
  - COM.cloudscape.database.Database.backup SG12-2
  - COM.cloudscape.database.Database.freeze SG12-3
  - COM.cloudscape.database.Database.unfreeze SG12-4
  - COM.cloudscape.database.Factory RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.database.Factory.getDatabaseOfConnection SG12-2, SG12-4
  - COM.cloudscape.database.JavaSQLException RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.database.JBMSException DG5-8, RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.database.PropertyInfo RMA-4, TC1-9
  - COM.cloudscape.database.PropertyInfo.getDatabaseProperty method SY3-3
  - COM.cloudscape.database.TriggerExecutionContext use of in trigger actions DG5-32
  - COM.cloudscape.database.UserUtility DG8-24, RMA-4
  - COM.cloudscape.synchronization.RowListVTI RMA-6
  - COM.cloudscape.synchronization.SkipTransactionSQLException RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.synchronization.StatementListVTI RMA-6
  - COM.cloudscape.synchronization.StopRefreshSQLException RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.synchronization.TransactionListVTI RMA-6
  - COM.cloudscape.system.System RMA-5
  - COM.cloudscape.system.UUIDFactory RMA-4, RMA-4
  - COM.cloudscape.tools package TL6-2
  - COM.cloudscape.tools.CloudscapeServer RMA-3, RMA-3
  - COM.cloudscape.tools.cview RMA-2
  - COM.cloudscape.tools.dbclasses RMA-2,
  - TL7-2, TL7-2
  - COM.cloudscape.tools.dbclasses
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using TL7-1
COM.cloudscape.tools.DBClassLoad RMA-2
COM.cloudscape.tools.FileExport RMA-2, TL6-2
COM.cloudscape.tools.FileImport RMA-2, RMA-2, TL6-2
COM.cloudscape.tools.ImportExportSQLException RMA-5
COM.cloudscape.tools.sysinfo RMA-2, TL8-1
COM.cloudscape.tools.sysinfo -cp TU2-11
COM.cloudscape.TriggerExecutionContext RMA-5
COM.cloudscape.triggers.TriggerNewTransitionRows DG5-32
COM.cloudscape.triggers.TriggerOldTransitionRows DG5-32
COM.cloudscape.types.DatabaseInstant RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.Dependable RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.DependableFinder RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.ErrorInfo RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.IndexDescriptor RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.JBMSExceptionSeverity RMA-5
COM.cloudscape.types.ReferencedColumnDescriptor RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.RunWithTimeStatistics RMA-5
COM.cloudscape.types.RunWithTimeStatistics interface RM1-161
COM.cloudscape.types.SyncErrorInfo RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.TypeDescriptor DG5-28, RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.types.UUID RMA-4
COM.cloudscape.util.BitUtil RMA-5
COM.cloudscape.util.DBClassLoad TL7-1, TL7-3
COM.cloudscape.util.DriverUtil RMA-7
COM.cloudscape.util.JDBCDisplayUtil RMA-7
COM.cloudscape.util.KeyGen RMA-7
COM.cloudscape.util.KeyGen.getUniversalKey StringValue method SY6-19
COM.cloudscape.util.KeyGen.getUniversalKey Value method SY6-18
COM.cloudscape.vti.ExternalQuery RMA-6
COM.cloudscape.vti.LockTable RMA-6, SG14-1
COM.cloudscape.vti.TransactionTable RMA-6, SG14-2
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system-severity exceptions closing RM6-11
Consistency
checking database SG11-1
glossary definition TUG-2
Consistency errors SY4-3
ConsistencyChecker class alias RM1-40
CONSTRAINT clause RM1-29
constraint optimizer-override property TC6-5
ConstraintName identifier RM1-8
Constraints RM1-29–RM1-37
adding RM1-20
column-level RM1-29, RM1-29
differences between column-level and table-level RM1-30
disabling RM1-35, RM1-109
dropping RM1-20
enabling RM1-109
getting information about key columns RM4-10
glossary definition TUG-2
naming RM1-31
recommendation to name RM1-31
table-level RM1-29, RM1-29
Constructors
use of in SQL-J TU6-18
Conversions
implicit (to and from strings) RM1-186
of Java data types using CAST RM1-140
of SQL-92 data types using CAST RM1-134
using CAST function (explicit) RM1-134
Converting non-synchronization-enabled databases to source databases SY11-2
createSource SY11-3
Copy files
creating target databases with SY2-1
COPY PUBLICATION statement SY9-4
Copying databases
implications for synchronization SY4-8
CorrelationName identifier RM1-6
COUNT aggregate function RM1-146, TU8-11
COUNT(*) aggregate function RM1-147, TU8-12
Covering indexes TC4-7, TU7-17
CREATE AGGREGATE statement RM1-38
CREATE CLASS ALIAS statement RM1-39,
RM1-39
CREATE INDEX statement RM1-41–RM1-42
CREATE METHOD ALIAS statement RM1-43
CREATE PUBLICATION statement SY9-6
CREATE SCHEMA statement RM1-44
CREATE STATEMENT statement RM1-45
CREATE TABLE statement RM1-48–RM1-50
CREATE TRIGGER statement RM1-51
CREATE VIEW statement RM1-60
CREATE WORK ALIAS statement SY5-6,
SY5-6, SY9-11
createSource SY11-3
createTargetFrom SY11-4
create=true (database connection URL attribute) RM7-4
Creating a Cloudscape synchronization system SY3-1
Creating a copy file
how to SY9-4
overview SY1-1
Creating a database
from an application TU2-14
using database connection URL attribute DG2-23
Creating a publication
how to SY9-6
overview SY1-1
Creating a target
overview SY1-1
CROSS JOIN expression RM1-62
current=true (database connection URL attribute) RM7-5
CURRENT_DATE function RM1-148
as expression RM1-220
CURRENT_TIME function RM1-149
as expression RM1-220
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP function RM1-150
expression RM1-220
CURRENT_USER SY12-6
CURRENT_USER (function) RM1-151
CorrelationName identifier RM1-8
CursorName identifier RM1-8
Cursors RM1-78, RM1-78
affected by indexes TC4-11
all result sets as DG6-3
and Cloudconnector DG6-9
glossary definition TUG-2
naming DG6-9
pre-fetching affecting RM6-20
requirements for being updatable DG6-9
scrolling insensitive DG6-12, RM6-27
updatable DG6-9
working with DG6-7–DG6-13
Data
importing DG10-7
importing from a file in Cloudview TU8-6
importing from a file in SQL-J statement
TU8-7
Data page cache
performance benefits of increasing TC2-4
Data sources DG7-2, RM8-5
creating a database for RM8-5
setting the correct protocol for RmiJdbc
client/server RM8-6
shutting down a database for RM8-6
Database class loading DG3-17–DG3-26,
TU10-12–TU10-15
glossary definition TUG-2
Database class utilities
description TL1-2
Database connection URL
attributes RM6-9
description DG2-4, TL1-4
features common to embedded and client/
server versions DG2-4
for an embedded database SG4-2, SG9-5
for client connection to server SG4-3, SG9-6
for Cloudconnector clients RM6-5
for SSL SG8-2
glossary definition TUG-2
retrieving from database DG10-2
settable through Properties in connection call
RM6-9
setting WebLogic properties on SG4-5
short form in ij TU6-5
specifying in ij TL3-3
supported protocols within TL1-4
syntax DG2-26
syntax in client/server environments RM6-6,
RM6-7
syntax in embedded mode RM6-5
Database design
performance implications TC3-1
Database design issues DG4-4
Database encryption DG8-27
Database name attribute
use of in database connection URL DG2-23
Database object
getting SG12-2
Database pages
description DG2-15
preallocating TC5-55
DatabaseMetaData
performance tip TC2-11
DatabaseMetaData precompiled queries
DG9-5
databaseName=nameOfDatabase (database
connection URL attribute) RM7-6
Databases
accessing DG2-23
backing up DG2-13
booting all in system TC5-72
booting upon connection only TC5-24
configuring DG2-15
connecting DG2-17–DG2-20
connecting to outside system DG2-17
connecting to within system DG2-17
controlling access to DG8-23
convention for specifying connection path
when outside system DG2-18
creating DG2-23
definition TU1-2
description of in Cloudscape system DG2-12
dropping DG2-13
encrypting DG8-27, RM7-3, RM7-7
encrypting upon creation DG2-24
external to system directory TC5-53
glossary definition TUG-2
shutting down individually DG2-22
upgrading DG1-5, DG2-25
Database-side JDBC methods DG5-1–DG5-6,
TU6-10
and SQLExceptions DG5-6
definition DG4-13, DG5-2
glossary definition TUG-2
using nested connections DG5-2
using non-nested connections DG5-6
Database-side methods
definition DG4-13, DG5-2
glossary definition TUG-2
Database-wide properties
protecting against overrides TC5-25
protecting for embedded environment TC1-3
setting TC1-7
shortcut for setting TC1-8
verifying value of TC1-7, SY7-6
DATABASE.backup SG12-2
dataEncryption=true (database connection
URL attribute) RM7-7
DATE data type RM1-195
Date/time expressions RM1-220
dbc classes
using TL7-1
dbc classes TL7-1
dbc classes class alias RM1-40
DBCClassLoad TL7-1
DBCClassLoad
using TL7-3
DBMS (database management system)
definition TU1-2
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glossary definition TUG-2
DDL statements
not permitted at a target SY2-1
DDL (data definition language)
glossary definition TUG-3
Deadlock
tools to help minimize SG14-1
Deadlock detection DG6-24
Deadlocks
description DG6-22
detecting DG6-25
monitoring TC5-50
timeout property TC5-45
tracing TC5-47
wait timeout property TC5-51
DECIMAL data type RM1-196
DefaultInfo class alias RM1-40
Defaults RM1-49
adding RM1-20
adding or dropping RM1-20, RM1-22
dropping RM1-20
definition DG8-1
DELETE statement RM1-63
Delimited identifiers
definition RM1-2
DependableFinder class alias RM1-40
Dependencies
glossary definition TUG-3
internal tracking of RM1-15
not tracked for Java data types RM1-17
Deployment
source database SY7-1
target database SY7-2
Deployment environments DG3-1
choosing DG3-5
Deployment modes TU5-1
threading/connection modes and DG6-28
Derived tables TU8-2
definition TCA-2
using to avoid redundant method calls DG10-14
DESC
optional element of ORDER BY clause RM1-93
Design issues
and publications SY6-15
Dictionary objects
definition RM1-3
glossary definition TUG-3
directory subsubprotocol DG2-18, DG2-27
Dirty reads
definition DG6-14
Disconnect (ij command) TL5-13
Disk encryption DG8-2
glossary definition TUG-3
DISTINCT
combined with ORDER BY TCA-19
eliminated for uniqueness condition TCA-17
qualifier in AVG function RM1-131
qualifier in COUNT aggregate function RM1-146
DISTINCT clause
part of SelectExpression RM1-102
Distributed transaction management RM8-2
DOUBLE PRECISION data type RM1-198
Driver
for Cloudconnector clients RM6-4
for Rmijdbc clients RM6-4
Driver (ij command) TL5-15
DriverPropertyInfo Array DG9-3
Drivers
overview TL1-3
DROP AGGREGATE statement RM1-64
DROP CLASS ALIAS statement RM1-65
DROP INDEX statement RM1-65, RM1-66
DROP METHOD ALIAS statement RM1-67
DROP PUBLICATION statement SY9-12
DROP SCHEMA statement RM1-68
DROP STATEMENT statement RM1-69
DROP TABLE statement RM1-70
DROP TRIGGER statement RM1-71
DROP VIEW statement RM1-72
DROP WORK ALIAS statement SY5-6, SY9-13
Dropping databases DG2-13
Durability
glossary definition TUG-3
Dynamic parameter expression RM1-218
Dynamic parameters RM1-226–RM1-230
glossary definition TUG-3
need to cast data type of as method parameters DG4-12
need to cast data type of within method invocation RM1-234
use of within prepared statements TU7-4
Dynamic properties TC1-4
E
Elapsed time (ij command) TL5-16
Embedded
definition TU5-2
Embedded applications
deploying DG3-2
Embedded environments DG3-2, DG3-8
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Cloudscape as single-user database DG3-2
how applications interact with Cloudscape in DG3-3
how to deploy Cloudscape DG3-8
multiple connections and threads DG3-3
Encrypted databases
backing up SG12-5
booting DG2-25, DG8-29
creating DG8-28
Encrypting databases DG8-2, RM7-3, RM7-7
Entity-relationship diagram for system tables RM4-2
Entry-level SQL-92
definition TU1-3
Environment space TUA-2
Environmental errors SY4-3
Equality predicate
definition TCA-2
Equijoins
do not support DG3-22
configuring severity of errors that appear in TC5-70
redirecting to a stream TC5-68, TC5-71
specifying file name TC5-69
ErrorInfo class alias RM1-40
Errors and work units SY5-9
consistency SY4-3
during the refresh operation SY4-3
environmental SY4-3
ErrorTransactionVTI class alias RM1-40
Escape syntax (JDBC) RM6-35
Examples
JBMS Tours GS18
simple GS17
synchronization GS17
Exception handling
in work units SY5-9
Exclusive locks
definition DG6-18
EXECUTE STATEMENT statement RM1-73
Execute (ij command) TL5-17
EXISTS boolean operator RM1-224
EXISTS join
definition TCA-15
Exit (ij command) TL5-19
Expensive queries
how to avoid TC3-4
importance of avoiding TC3-4
Explicit close of JDBC objects DG6-6
Export TL6-1–TL6-14
Expression subquery RM1-101
Expressions
hierarchy of RM1-221
in SQL-J language RM1-217
precedence of RM1-221
External data
accessing DG4-19, DG10-7
External directory services
used to provide user authentication DG8-8
External libraries
integrating DG10-11
External resources
managing by storing URLs DG10-6
External virtual tables RM1-76–RM1-77, TU8-5–TU8-7
glossary definition TUG-3
requirements for DG5-16, TU8-5
Externalizable
use of compared to Serializable DG5-9
ExternalQuery class alias RM1-40
EXTRACT function RM1-152
as expression RM1-220
File descriptors
configuring to run Cloudscape DG1-7
unlimiting TUA-3
FileExport class alias RM1-40
FileImport class alias RM1-40
First (ij command) TL5-20
FLOAT
java.sql type converted to DOUBLE PRECISION when retrieved TC2-8
FLOAT data type
as alias for REAL or DOUBLE PRECISION RM1-199
java.sql type converted to DOUBLE PRECISION when retrieved RM6-25
FOR UPDATE clause RM1-78
Foreign keys RM1-32
designing publications to correctly handle
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Index

identifiers definition RM1-3
ij TU6-2
and Cloudconnector TL3-6
and RmiJdbc TL3-6
commands TL5-1–TL5-44
description TL1-1
JDK requirement TL1-2
properties TL4-1–TL4-9
semicolons between statements required TL3-7
starting TU6-5, TL3-1
using with cloudconnector SG4-7
ij properties TL3-2
ij (scripting tool)
using TL3-1–TL3-8
ij.connection (ij property) TL4-2
ij.database (ij property) TL4-3
ij.driver (ij property) TL4-4
ij.maximumDisplayWidth (ij property) TL4-5
ij.outfile (ij property) TL4-6
ij.protocol (ij property) TL4-7
ij.protocol.protocolName (ij property) TL4-8
ij.showErrorCode (ij property) TL4-9
import TL6-1–TL6-14
importing data TU8-6, TU8-7
IN boolean operator RM1-224
IN (?) or dynamic parameters RM1-226
Index class alias RM1-40
index optimizer-override property TC6-8
index use
analyzing TC3-3, TC3-12
how optimizer chooses TC4-14
IndexDescriptor class alias RM1-40
indexes TU7-12–TU7-18
and Java data types RM1-42
automatic creation of for primary key, unique,
and foreign key constraints RM1-33,
RM1-41
cost of maintaining TC4-10
definition TC4-2, TU7-12
finding name of with Cloudview TU7-14
going information about key columns RM4-10
glossary definition TUG-4
how they work TC4-1–TC4-11
limitations of DG2-15
not supported for long rows DG2-15
not usable when query includes complex
expression TU7-16
performance benefits of TC2-4, TC3-2,
preventing Cloudscape from using querying system tables to get system-generated name specifying page size for when they are useful overwriting TC5-33
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